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About This Game

Construct/ Invent! very unique bridges in a physics based world.
Drive a truck yourself. Combine the building needs with your driving skills.

New and more varying leveldesign.

with complete Tutorial campaign!
30 Campaign level

7 Playgrounds

3d Bridges is a daugther project of 3d Engineers on Steam (3de).
3de is including 3d Bridges + adds engineering functionality and an enhanced interface. It is having a different concept and is

early access.
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Title: 3d Bridges
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Robert Dahlenburg
Publisher:
Dahlenburg
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows xp

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 70 MB available space

English,German
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I like how the combat feels, gameplay is simple and fluid.
It lacks some variety: there's no ship customization or different gamemodes.
The game that we have now is good as it is, but i think it can be improved some more with further updates.. This is a knockoff
of the Total War series of games, but with a King Arthur\/fantasy theme and a minor "roleplaying" part tacked on. But mostly
the game is just Total War with some low-fantasy elements thrown in.

It takes some fiddling with compatibility settings to make the game display properly under windows 10 if you have a high DPI
monitor, and even then there's problems because font scaling is broken, rendering some of the text unreadable because it
displays too large in the UI.

Total War: Warhammer does it better now, there's no reason to recommend this considering it's done better elsewhere and this
game has some display issues.. I love the direction this game is going. I love the gameplay. Thanks, Cant wait for more levels..
Quite possibly the greatest birthday gift I've ever recieved

11/10. Picked this up in the Steam sale and whilst it does appear to be a little lacking in features, it is quite fun to play -
especially on the rare occasions when you manage to produce a 5 star vintage and rake the cash in! I do hope that the developers
keep updating the game though as I feel that the replay value at the moment may be a bit low.. Like every other Pop Cap game,
"match x color to y color", with inconsistent shallow gameplay to boot. I realize this is supposed to be a thoughtless time killer,
but honestly it gets old in like 20 minutes.. Great expansion:
-A secondary tier 2 upgrade for every single creature in the game(except neutrals). Brings more depth to the gameplay. Also
Inferno doesn't suck as badly thanks to some of those new upgrades.
-New heroes, as well as new skills. Makes the game more interesting.
-New spells, some are a bit clunky though.
-New campaign.
-New town, Stronghold. A mostly melee based might faction introducing a new war-cry mechanic, kinda similar to runes.
-New scenarios and custom games. Some of my favorites are from this expansion.
-Map generation. Interesting to say the least.
-Most of the new sound effects lack spirit. Wish they sticked with the way they did creatures' getting hit and attacking voices.
Still, this is a minor complaint from me.
8/10 Overall, pretty much as good as the original game.
. Fun and addicting tile-matching puzzle game. Pretty much everything about it works well, but the music leaves little to be
desired.

7/10 - Good
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What an oddly adictive game.
I turned this on just wanting to check it out as i'd never played it before. Since then an hour of my life has passed.
If you like games such as Bejewelled, Yosumin or Candy Crush Saga (Match-them-up puzzles) then this is 100% a game for you
to try.
The animation is fun and fairly easy on the eye, the game play is really addictive and it does exactly what you'd expect from a
game of this type.
Also, the combination of minigames within the campaign-style bit of the game stop it from being boring or overly grind-y.
My only small bugbear is the colours of the tiles are a little similiar so the longer you seem to play, the more everything seems to
merge so it's probably a game you'll take frequent rests from, but I will still be playing this again.. Brick breakers fans, get it !
You will never find better for this price!. This game is fun and it has aloth of potential. It need some work but i didnt play much
because i just buy it. But creater if you read this go on with this game it is realy good.. waste of time. Garbage, updated last in
Feburary...you do the math.... Tutorial is bad. Game not intuitive. Graphics sub par. And it was not FUN.
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